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The theme of Susan Minot’s story “ Lust” illustrates that in a space where 

love should be, there is emptiness and overwhelming sadness. Even though 

the girl realizes thathappinessdoesn’t come from sexual relationships, she 

continues to have sex with the boys anyway. Minot’s protagonists, mostly 

women, are in search of love. Romantic love is her aim. The young girl in this

short story tries to fulfill that hole by having sex with multiple boys, in hopes 

of them caring and loving her. 

Minot was born in Massachusetts. Minot got hereducationat Brown University

in Providence, Rhode Island. She found love and then was married six weeks

after they meet and are now separated. So she is also looking for someone

to love. At the beginning of the story, she is just experimenting with sex, as

the  story  goes  on  she  starts  not  remembering  the  boy's  names  and

progresses  into  an  even  deeper  sadness  and  emptiness.  To  begin  with,

Susan Minot portrays the girl in the story as someone trying to find herself

but doesn’t know-how. 

The boys show her attention that makes her feel good and that feeling only

lasts for the time she is with them. This becomes a cycle with many boys.

She gets so involved with boys that she put them before her own interests,

as stated in the story,” I could do some things well. Some things I was good

at, like math or painting or even sports, but the second a boy put his arm

around me, I forgot about wanting to do anything else, which I felt like a

relief  at  first  until  it  became like sinking into the muck. (Minot  230).  Her

sexual  appetite  left  her  feeling  empty inside.  She wondered if  there  was

something wrong with her. When a guy would ask her to sleep with them,

instead of saying no, she would do it because she didn’t have anything else
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to say. The girl would keep having sex just to please the guy. In the story,

she says, “ So I’d go because I couldn’t think of something to say back that

wouldn’t be obvious, and if you go out with them, you sort of have to do

something. ”(Minot 231) 

As stated in Minot’s biography, in “ Lust”, the characters are wistful; they

can’t  quite  understand  what  it  is  they  stand  to  gain  from  their  sexual

relationships, even though they need them like bodies need water. Women

pursue and are pursued by men in a fast-  whirling socialenvironmentthat

includes  cocaine-snorting  and  glamorous  careers  in  film  and  journalism.

Minot’s sure rhythms capture the hard-boiled verities of this party life. Susan

Minot grew up in Manchester, Mass. , was in college when her mother was

killed in an automobile accident. 

She kept a journal from the age of 13, and after graduating from Brown,

moved  to  New  York  in  1980  so  she  could  write.  She  waitressed  while

completing her master’s of fine arts degree at Columbia University’s Writing

Division. 
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